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STUDENT LIFE | Harvest Time

SPORTS | Pastry Party

Government votes to rename ‘Negro Bill
Canyon’ after years of debate.

Students learn about sustainable practices
at the Student Organic Farm

Aggie offense turns the ball over five times
as Utah State falls to visiting Wyoming.
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FEAR OF THE FEMALE VOICE

USU Government
Guest lecturer visits USU; encourages women to speak confidently Relations Council
urges lawmakers
to support DACA
By Alison Berg
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

The Utah State University Student Associa-

tion (USUSA) Government Relations Council

(GRC) announced in a statement Thursday its

support of the Deferred Action for Childhood
Arrivals, commonly known as DACA.

The statement, which the GRC said it plans to

send to Utah’s national representatives, en-

courages lawmakers to “protect these individ-

uals” because “these students are part of what

makes Utah State University an exemplary in-

stitution and a loss of these students would

degrade the quality of the student body here

and at other Utah institutions of higher learning.”

Bridget Brown, the USUSA student advocate

vice president, said the main goal of the letter

is to make sure students affected by DACA feel
PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
Sarah Gailey holds a speech for USU students on Friday about what she calls “Fear of the Female Voice”.

By Hailey Simonsen
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

As feminist lecturer Sarah Gailey stepped up

to the podium in Utah State University’s Mer-

rill-Cazier Library on Friday, she spoke with
conviction and confidence.

Cache Valley residents of all ages gathered to

listen to the author and social critic as she dis-

cussed the power of the feminine voice and the
fear it brings to those who don’t want to acknowledge its power.

Gailey, a self-proclaimed “mouthy broad,” dis-

cussed the risks of voicing opinions and why it
is worth the cost.

In her own life, Gailey has had men threaten

the well-being of her family as a result of her

“cursed women.” According the legend, the si-

shoot her to keep her from talking.

they would inevitably shipwreck and drown.

public speaking. Others have threatened to
“I’m not mad at them, and I’m not scared of

them,” she said. “I know what they really are they are terrified. For a millennia, western society has insisted that female voices - just that all
by itself - are a direct threat.”

rens would lure sailors to rocky cliffs where
Odysseus was tempted so greatly that the only

thing stopping him from changing course was
the fact that his crew blocked their ears from
the siren’s call.

Gailey shared this story to illustrate fear of a

Gailey spent most of her lecture discussing si-

woman’s voice and the power it can possess.

our lives, including the historic and contempo-

that reinforced our societal terror of the influ-

lence and the role it plays in many aspects of

rary demand for female silence and how it

stems directly from fear of what women's voices can do.

To demonstrate this, Gailey showed a picture

of Odysseus resisting the call of the sirens, or

Sirens appeared in many greek myths, stories
ence women on powerful men.

“I am doing something that, for centuries,

women have been told we must not do,” Gailey
said. “I am speaking. And you are doing some-

supported.

“Especially a group of students who’s been

really under fire for the last couple of months,”

she said, “just making sure they know that we

support them and that means that we want to

help them accomplish their schoolwork, their

dreams and these other things without worrying about immigration insecurity.”

The letter acknowledges the “legal qualms

one might have about the origin of DACA,”

and encourages representatives to support
“congressional solutions to this issue.”

Legislation aiming to “legalize” DACA in-

cludes the BRIDGE Act, the American Hope

Act, the Recognizing America’s Children Act

and the Dream Act. These pieces of legislation

are sponsored by members from both major

see “Gailey” PAGE 7

see “GRC” PAGE 7

SATANIC TEMPLE CO-FOUNDER SPEAKS AT USU
By Alison Berg
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

Lucien Greaves is always “a little worried” about

being physically injured when he speaks at univer-

sities about the religious organization he founded:
The Satanic Temple.

However, since he started the organization in

2012, Greaves said he’s gotten less worried “be-

cause I haven’t been shot yet” — although he has
faced large groups of Christian protesters.

But Greaves said he thinks protesters misunder-

stand the true beliefs of The Satanic Temple.

“A lot of the ideas people have about Satanism

come from moral panic,” he said. “We do think it’s

part of our noble pursuit to correct people of these
type of witch-hunting activities.”

Despite what protesters might think, Greaves said

the Temple promotes acceptance and benevolence.
The organization’s missions is to “encourage be-

nevolence and empathy among all people, reject

tyrannical authority, advocate practical common
sense and justice and be directed by the human

conscience to undertake noble pursuits guided by
the individual will,” according to its website.

Greaves added the religion’s members are taught

to live by seven fundamental tenets, all of which

promote respect for oneself and others, belief in
scientific reason and “nobility in action and
thought.”

Despite the Temple’s name, Greaves said they do

not actually worship Satan, or a deity of any sort.

PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
The Satanic Temple spokesman Lucien Greaves talks with USU students on October 13. Greaves talked of the goals and core values of the Temple.

think that superstition should have more benefits

Tony Alder, a senior studying exercise science and

in a pluralistic society than atheism.”

the alliance’s co-president, first met Greaves when

enment and rationalism.

gart Student Center (TSC) Friday night at an event

him give a presentation and later ran into him at a

I’m not theistic,” he said. “We just simply don’t

Student Alliance (SSA).

Rather, they see Satan as a symbol for the enlight-

“It resonates very deeply with me, even though

Greaves spoke at the Utah State University Tag-

hosted by the USU Student Association’s Secular

the SSA was in Ohio for a conference. They saw
bar.

Alder said the group enjoyed his message and

“just wanted to bring him in to give a voice to a

religious minority and kind of spread his good
message.”

The group kept up with the Temple’s various na-

tionwide projects and “thought it was a great
see “Temple” PAGE 7
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New data
shows campus
sexual assaults
rise in Utah
ASSOCIATED PRESS
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Utah’s 10 largest

colleges and universities reported 65 sexual
assaults last year, up from 58 in 2015.

Under a U.S. law known as the Clery Act,

schools that receive federal funding must

annually release data on crimes that occur on
campus or at affiliated locations, such as

recognized fraternities and sororities, and on
public property adjacent to campus, such as
sidewalks.

Brigham Young University reported two

sexual assaults in 2016. But the university’s
Title IX coordinator, Tiffany Turley, said the
AP PHOTO BY John Hollenhorst, The Deseret News
This undated file photo shows a sign at the entrance of the Negro Bill Canyon Trailhead in Moab, Utah. After years of debate, a U.S. government board has voted unanimously to rename Utah’s Negro Bill Canyon,
overruling a recommendation by Utah officials to keep the name. The Salt Lake Tribune reported that the U.S. Board on Geographic Names decided Thursday, Oct. 12, 2017, to rename it Grandstaff Canyon to get
rid of an offensive name. The new name honors black rancher and prospector William Grandstaff, whose cattle grazed there in the 1870s.

Utah’s ‘Negro Bill Canyon’ renamed
after years of debate
Indian Affairs on the federal board.

ASSOCIATED PRESS
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — After years of

debate, a U.S. government board has voted
to rename Utah’s Negro Bill Canyon,

overruling a recommendation by Utah
officials to keep the name.

The U.S. Board on Geographic Names

decided Thursday to rename it Grandstaff

Canyon to get rid of an offensive name, The
Salt Lake Tribune reports . The vote was

12-0, with one member declining to vote.

The decision comes 16 years after the board
voted to keep the name.

The new name honors black rancher and

prospector William Grandstaff, whose cattle
grazed there in the 1870s.

“His name was Grandstaff; it was not

Negro Bill,” said Wendi-Starr Brown, a member of the federal board who is Native

American. “I’m pretty sure that’s not how he
wanted to be addressed in life.”

Brown is a member of the Narragansett

Indian Tribe who represents the Bureau of

The Utah Committee on Geographic Names

had recommended keeping the name, citing
a lack of consensus from state minority
groups.

The NAACP said the name is not offensive

and preserves the history of the site, while

the Utah Martin Luther King Jr. Commission
called the name “blatant racism.”

The canyon is home to a popular hiking

staff Trailhead” instead of “Negro Bill”

actual number of assaults reported to the

school — and experienced by students — is far
higher.

The gap shows the limits of data reported

under the act, which took effect in 1991 to

inform students of campus dangers. It requires
institutions to annually release crime data by
Oct. 1.

“The Clery report is useful because it does

trailhead.

capture what physically happens on our

federal board member Elizabeth Kanalley,

and think is important to know,” Turley said.

the Forest Service.

pretend that that was the only number and

“I think we have to look forward,” said

campus, which a lot of people wonder about

manager of National Geospatial Services at

“But here at the university, we would never

She said keeping the old name would not

that that fully captured all of our statistics.”

Mary McGann, a member of the Grand

happen off campus, according to the National

recognize that it is hurtful to people.

County Council, said she’s very happy with

More than 60 percent of college rapes

Sexual Violence Resource Center. Even if

the decision.

students report them, those numbers are not

and business owners have long said the

McGann said. “It was the right thing to do.”

Lake Tribune reported .

outcry from tourists who come from around

member of the Grand County Historic

campus climate surveys to supplement their

in nearby national parks.

with the decision.

occur, said S. Daniel Carter, president of Safety

spot in Moab, the gateway to stunning,

massive red rock formations. Local officials
name generates frequent complaints and

the world, lured by the red-rock landscapes
A proposed name change in 1999 failed

“It needed to go because it was enabling,”
But Moab resident Donna Jordan, a

Preservation Commission, said she disagrees
Why do we need to change the historic

after it received little government support.

canyon name? This is similar to removing

Grand County Council voted in January to

said. “History is history. If we hide those

Spurred by complaints from tourists, the

change the name after refusing to do so in
2013 and 2015.

A year ago, the federal Bureau of Land

included in annual Clery reports, The Salt

Some colleges and universities have turned to

understanding of how often sexual assaults
Advisors for Educational Campuses, LLC.

“The Clery data is a starting point,” he said.

historic statues to appease a few,” Jordan

“Climate surveys provide much richer data

lessons and are not reminded of them, we

that could help shape solutions.

do not learn from them.”

about the true scope” of assaults and factors
Brigham Young has conducted a campus

climate survey and will release its findings
“very soon,” Turley said.

Management changed signs to say “Grand-

Cloud computing at odds with crime-fighting in Microsoft lawsuit
But Microsoft said the appeals court was

correct to limit the use of a warrant for

By Mark Sherman
ASSOCIATED PRESS

information held abroad. The company said
the better course is for Congress to make

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Supreme Court

needed changes to bring the 1986 Stored

agreed Monday to take on a major dispute

Communications Act up to date. Bipartisan

over the government’s authority to force

bills have been introduced in both the Senate

American technology companies to hand over

and House of Representatives. Microsoft said

emails and other digital information sought in

the high court’s intervention would “short-cir-

criminal probes but stored outside the U.S.

cuit” the congressional effort.

The justices intervened in a case of a federal

“The current laws were written for the era of

drug trafficking investigation that sought

the floppy disk, not the world of the cloud. We

emails that Microsoft keeps on a server in

believe that rather than arguing over an old

Ireland. The federal appeals court in New York

law in court, it is time for Congress to act by

said that the emails are beyond the reach of a

passing new legislation,” Microsoft president

search warrant issued by an American judge.

and chief legal officer Brad Smith wrote on

The Trump administration and 33 states told

the court that the decision is impeding

investigations into terrorism, drug trafficking,
fraud and child pornography because other

courts are relying on the ruling in preventing
U.S. and state authorities from obtaining
information kept abroad.

The case is among several legal clashes that

Redmond, Washington-based Microsoft and
other technology companies have had with
the government over questions of digital

privacy and authorities’ need for information
to combat crime and extremism.

Privacy law experts say the companies have

been more willing to push back against the
government since the leak of classified

information detailing America’s surveillance
programs.

The case also highlights the difficulty that

the company’s blog after the court acted.
AP PHOTO BY J. Scott Applewhite, The Associated Press
In this April 7, 2017 file photo, the Supreme Court in Washington. — The Supreme Court is intervening in a dispute between the Trump
administration and Microsoft over emails stored abroad. The justices say Monday they will hear the administration’s appeal of a lower court
ruling in favor of Microsoft.

judges face in trying to square decades-old

The federal appeals court in New York

Privacy scholars also have worried that the

court may have trouble resolving difficult
issues in a nuanced way.

Data companies have built servers around

laws with new technological developments. In

agreed with the company. The administration

the world to keep up with customers’ de-

Microsoft said Congress needs to bring the

is damaging “hundreds if not thousands of

the court may confront is whether the same

terrorism, to child pornography, to fraud.”

citizen and a foreigner. Another is whether it

urging the high court to stay out of the case,
law into the age of cloud computing.

In 2013, federal investigators obtained a

warrant under a 1986 law for emails from an

in its Supreme Court appeal said the decision

mands for speed and access. Among the issues

investigations of crimes — ranging from

rules apply to the emails of an American

Vermont, representing the states at the high

matters where the person is living.

The Stored Communications Act became law

account they believe was being used in illegal

court, said Google and Yahoo are among other

information about the user of the email

decision to resist warrants.”

Judge Gerard Lynch, on the New York panel

retrieve them “domestically with the click of a

sional action to revise a badly outdated

drug transactions as well as identifying
account.

Microsoft turned over the information, but

went to court to defend its decision not to
hand over the emails from Ireland.

email providers that “are relying on the

Wherever the emails reside, Microsoft can

computer mouse,” Justice Department lawyer
Jeffrey Wall told the court.

long before the advent of cloud computing.

that sided with Microsoft, called for “congresstatute.”

The case will be argued early next year.
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STUDENT LIFE

FARMING ORGANIC

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
The Student Organic Farm participated in the weekly farmers market on the Quad at USU.
By Dillan Passmore
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

I’m learning in my classes.”

got involved with the farm through the Student

farming by restricting the use of pesticides and

farm her freshman year after learning about the

(SOFSNR.) He enjoys working at the farm

specifically emphasizes integrated pest manage-

program at Day on the Quad. After a couple

farmer’s market season with a fall festival on

years, she became a paid intern and is planning

Saturday.

on being the manager for the farm next season.

The organic farm broke ground on a third of

“We’ve had a variety of students that have

an acre plot in the spring of 2008. The farm

uses organic means of growing and harvesting
chard, squash, several herbs, melons, cauliflower, pumpkins and much more.

The farm is ran through USU’s Center for Civic

Engagement and Service-Learning and is

supervised by Dr. Jennifer Reeve, a professor in
the department of plants, soil and climate
and volunteers.

science and an intern at the farm, said the

primary purpose of the farm is to help students
gain hands-on experience and learn about

agriculture, giving people an opportunity to
connect.

“Ideally if students came together and

socialize better,” Webb said. “I think that it’s the

lot can maybe help teach others or just expand
their own knowledge, and people that are
brand new get to learn a lot.”

The farm also acts as a business and has

around 55 community supported agriculture

together, I feel like they would be able to

Organic farming differs from conventional

using organic fertilizer. The student farm

ment (IPM), combining mechanical, biological
and cultural methods to manage pests.

Ayla Stults-Lopez, Student Organic Farm

manager and plant science major, said organic
farming is more difficult than conventional
farming.

“It’s definitely harder, but I think that it’s

best social experience that there is. I think that

worth it,” Stults-Lopez said. “I feel better about

plants that they eat then they are connecting

feel much better about it when I take it home.

when people can work with the food and the

over something that they all have in common
- food.”

Webb said the farm would like to see more

it. Even the stuff that we take from the farm, I
It tastes better. Our carrots taste way better
than store-bought carrots.”

Stults-Lopez is planning on using the knowl-

pay into a share of the farm and receive a

student volunteers next season. There was an

edge she learned from this season to help

their share each week starting in May until the

per week this year, but Webb would like to see

and practice sustainability.

end of September.

The organic farm also participated in the

weekly farmer’s market on the Quad.

“(The Organic Farm) has been a great way for

because local agriculture creates community

thing for everyone. People that already know a

portion of the harvests. Shareholders receive

Sierra Zardus, a USU senior studying plant

Organization for Society and Natural Resources

weeded, planted and worked on a farm

(CSA) crop shares, where community members

(PSC). The farm is managed by student interns

Zackary Webb, a Student Organic Farm intern,

worked there,” she said. “Some have a lot of

experience, some have very little. It’s a great

a variety of foods including raspberries, swiss

learned a lot in my classes, but in college you

other,” Webb said.

Zardus started volunteering with the organic

University completed another harvest and

me to apply my knowledge,” she said. “I’ve

and sustainability.

a farm. So now I get to actually practice what

The Student Organic Farm at Utah State

sustainability and organic farming practices.

don’t really get an opportunity to go out and on

Zardus said the farmers market has allowed

the Organic Farm to integrate with the USU

community and the broader Logan community,
especially those interested in organic farming

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Organic farming restricts the use of pesticides and uses organic fertilizers.

average of eight students volunteer at the farm
that number go up to 20.

“With volunteering, you pay with your time

and you get a social experience unlike any

people in urban areas grow their own produce

— Dillanpassmore@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Dirtyghettopass
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TALKING TO THE BODY
By Shelby Stoor
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

In recent years, alternative forms of medi-

cine have increased in popularity. Holistic
services such as acupuncture, massage

therapy and essential oils are used to heal

various ailments. For Utah State University
students who may be interested in trying
these services and more, the Millennial

Wellness Center in South Logan has a wide
variety of services available for patients,

including foot zoning, face zoning, massage
and MindBody Therapy.

Spencer Watson, a holistic medicine practi-

tioner at the center, got involved with

alternative medicine after having to return

home from an LDS mission in 2013. Watson

was experiencing gallbladder issues and nothing seemed to help.

“Over some months I had to go through a

series of tests and I was diagnosed with

Lupus,” Watson said. “My whole body was

just going through this weird change, which

is when I was introduced to essential oils and
emotional release techniques.”

Watson said the connections between our

emotions and how our body functions is
strong.

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Body Talk is a service offered by the Millennial Wellness Center, along with other alternative medicines.

“When you’re not processing your emotions

or not processing stress, your body will

literally begin to deteriorate and will manifest disease and discomfort,” he said.

This experience is what got Watson started

on his journey of bringing holistic services to

others. What began as house visits and Skype
calls has evolved into the Millennial Wellness
Center.

“The body has a natural communication

system within itself,” Watson said. “When

stress and chaos come in toward our lives,

our communication systems break down and

diseases and chaos start. My job is to come in
and evaluate and figure out, ‘Ok where are
the communication system breakdowns
within the body?’”

Janet Eastman also provides services to a

wide range of clients at the center. She got

involved with alternative medicine when her

children began struggling with health issues.
“My son had a brain tumor removed, yet he

continued to have terrible headaches,” she
said. “My daughter that I adopted from an
orphanage in Eastern Europe had lots of

health issues. The doctors’ solutions were

antibiotic and more antibiotic. Antibiotic was

briefly treating the outward symptom but not
the underlying emotional cause, so the

problem continued. Energy medicine has

brought huge improvements to these issues.”
Eastman believes Body Talk, one of the

services offered at Millennial, can have

enormous benefits for students struggling
with mental issues.

“Body Talk can help students be more

focused, less anxious, and have better time

“Body Talk is not talk therapy,” he said.

“We’re figuring out, ‘Why are you doing this?’
Not from the standpoint of your conscious
mind, but through understanding how the

body functions and how things get trapped
within us.”

For more information about the Millennial

Wellness Center and the services provided
there, visit millennialwellnesscenter.com.
— shelbstoor11@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbstoor11

management,” she said. “It will also provide

amazing shifts in relationships and self-confidence issues.”

Watson said a visit to the center could be

beneficial for students suffering from any
range of problems.

“There’s nothing we can’t address,” he said.

“When you look at everything from that

quantum level, literally everything has the
capacity to shift, to be observed and to
change.”

Watson said although he is a little biased

toward the Body Talk service, all of the

services at the Millennial Wellness Center

could have great benefits for college students.
“We all process things and work through

things differently,” he said. “That’s why it is
important to have different therapies in the
office because sometimes you need to.”

PHOTO BY Kyle Todecheene
Spencer Watson got involved with alternatives after having gallbladder issues during his LDS mission in 2013.

Watson emphasized how different Body Talk

services are from regular therapy and why it
is better-suited for some people.

FLAVORS OF FALL
By Kortni Wells
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

Fall feels different than the rest of the year.

It’s the time for pictures with autumn-colored
leaves, a time for families to reconnect, and a
time of reflection and thanksgiving. It is also

a time of fun traditions, which mostly include
festive fall foods.

Here are some fall-flavored foods you might

want to try in Logan or for your next family
get-together.
Pumpkin

You can put it in a pie, a cookie, a muffin, a

spiced latte. Pretty much anything you can

imagine, you can put pumpkin in it. You’d be

amazed at how much better late-night

studying feels with a warm pumpkin chocolate chip cookie or a slice of pumpkin pie.
Hot chocolate

The air is getting colder, the nights are

getting longer, and college students at Utah

State can practically “smell snow.” Caffé Ibis
serves up a variety of hot drinks all across

campus, a win-win situation for those who
might not have classes close to the main

storefront in the Taggart Student Center. The

Quickstop, located in the TSC, serves up a gas
station-style hot chocolate. If you aren’t

opposed to leaving campus, Starbucks has

several hot drink options for a crisp fall day.

Whether you’re looking for a remedy for

that cold you caught from someone sick

sitting next to you in one of your classes or

just want to curl up with a good Netflix show
and a blanket, soups are easy to make,

refrigerate, and transport. They are also

perfect for feeding large groups of people or
entertaining friends on weekends. Morty’s

Cafe, which offers a special deal every day of
the week, has $5 grilled cheese and tomato
soup on Tuesdays.
Caramel apples

Mmm...sticky caramel and crisp, sweet

Whether it be a latte, coffee, steamer or hot

apples. Rocky Mountain Chocolate Factory,

thing to warm you up.

many different varieties for you to feast on.

chocolate, Starbucks is sure to have some-

Spiced apple ciders

Who doesn’t love a warm cup of apple cider

on a frigid day? The Dale and Adele Young

Teaching Greenhouse just off-campus offers
students fresh-pressed cider made by stu-

dents, with proceeds supporting students.

The Zollinger Fruit and Tree Farm in River

Heights offers a fresh, blended apple cider as
well. On a recent trip to Starbucks, it was
PHOTO BY Autumn Dunda
Hot beverages like apple cider and hot chocolate are favorite fall staples.

Soup

recommended that I try a caramel spiced
apple cider. I was in heaven.

located inside Cold Stone Creamery, has

Apples with white chocolate, milk chocolate,

crushed up candy bars, and even brown sugar
add a kick to a plain caramel apple. If you’re

feeling creative, you can even make your own
caramel apples at home.

If you’re feeling festive, give these yummy

food options a try to spice up your holiday
season. You’ll be grateful you did.

— kortni.marie.wells@aggiemail.usu.edu
@kortniwells
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‘TOO MANY MISTAKES’
Aggie offense turns the ball over five times, gives up safety in narrow loss

PHOTO BY Megan Nielsen
The Aggie offense struggled on Saturday, failing to move the ball consistently and further hampering progress with five turnovers. Utah State will next play UNLV on Saturday before returning home to face Boise State on Oct. 28.
By Logan Jones
OPINION MANAGER

Utah State lost Saturday to Josh Allen and

the visiting Wyoming Cowboys 28-23, in a
matchup defined almost entirely by Aggie mis-

takes. Offensive inconsistency and five USU
turnovers spoiled a hard-fought defensive effort, dropping the Aggies to 1-2 in the Mountain West and 3-4 overall.

“It’s a hurt locker room right now,” said USU

head coach Matt Wells. “It’s a matter of learn-

ing, it’s a matter of moving on. There’s a lot of

hurt right now. Just too many mistakes to win
that thing going down the stretch.”

The Aggies saw both starting quarterback

Kent Myers and backup QB Jordan Love under
center throughout the contest, each showing
their own spurts of excellence but ultimately
dragged down — quite literally in Myers’ case
— by critical miscues.

After a first quarter spent trading field goals,

Love took the field and seemed to awaken a

slumping offense with a 22-yard pass to tight
end Carson Terrell. A solid drive ensued, tak-

ing USU into Wyoming territory down 9-6. In

No one moment in the second half swung

running back LaJuan Hunt as he crossed the

pick-six off of Love, tying the game 16-16 and

a game-sealing sack by Wyoming’s star defen-

desperate need of a spark, the Aggies dialed

momentum more than Kevin Prosser’s 28-yard

ceeded to let loose his first career pass — a

spoiling Love’s confidence for the remainder

up a reverse to junior Aaren Vaughns who pro-

29-yard dime to Braelon Roberts in the end
zone.

Flashy, fun, effective; words that hadn’t been

used to describe the Aggies’ trifling offense all

of the evening. The freshman threw three

“We had Jordan scheduled to come in late in

game,” Wells said. “That’s the reality of it. We

third quarter.

second time with a chance to strengthen his

him. I thought he continued to play good and

with muddled results.

The freshman found Ron’quavion Tarver in

the end zone for a would-be touchdown nulli-

said. “He played well and I chose to stay with
then didn’t. I thought that maybe bringing

Kent back in would spark the offense. That’s
how it went.”

Scarver’s palms to bring out the field goal unit.
“You’d like to score right there before half-

time,” Wells said. “We had a penalty and a
couple drops and that was frustrating.”

year, and this is the first one we’ve really come

down to. I don’t think not being in one yet
hurt us, we just didn’t execute.”

The Cowboys escape with a big-time win in

proved conference standing at 2-0 in the

never saw coming — the Cowboys got the job

On third and 22, Love threw a dart off Savon

throughout training camp and throughout the

in the fourth — a fake field goal Wyoming

more tight end Dax Raymond had a chance to
Tarver, colliding into him for an incompletion.

practice a lot of close, competitive situations

terms of what Cowboys head coach Craig Bohl

again for a potential game-saving touchdown

make a play on the ball and leapt alongside

that doesn’t come down to the end of the

While special teams hero DJ Nelson returned

fied by an offensive pass interference flag,
then immediatley tried Tarver again. Sopho-

“I think it comes down to not throwing picks

and not putting the ball on the ground, and

the first quarter or early in the second,” Wells

hold on the starting QB position, this time

sive end Carl Granderson.

picks before being benched for Myers in the

year suddenly inflated Maverik Stadium’s sizable homecoming crowd. Love took the field a

50, a last-ditch effort to regain possession, and

done when it mattered most. A late-game
drive by Allen, capped by a 28-yard pass to CJ

Johnson, put Wyoming up by three with 3:45
on the clock.

The game’s finale was left up to an Aggie of-

fense that hadn’t found a rhythm all year, and
the result was fittingly sloppy — a fumble by

calls a “renewed rivalry,” as well as an im-

Mountain West and 4-2 overall. The Aggies,

losers of their last two in a row, take to the
road next week at UNLV.

— logantjones@aggiemail.usu.edu
@Logantj
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PHOTOS BY Megan Nielsen
The 28-23 loss on Saturday dropped the Aggies to 2-3 on the season and 1-2 in conference play. See more photos online at www.usustatesman.com.
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“Temple” FROM PAGE 1
movement, so we wanted to support him any way
we could.”

Greaves kicked off the night on the TSC auditori-

um stage wearing all black. His pale blue eyes and

soft smile lit up when asked if the colors he wore
represented his religious beliefs.

“I feel the black works for me but it’s not neces-

sary by any means,” he said jokingly.

What is necessary for the Temple’s followers,

Greaves said, is a firm belief in the separation of
church and state, and the right of all groups to
practice their beliefs.

Greaves’ presentation highlighted projects the

Temple participated in around the country, all of

which included promoting a separation of church
and state.

“We see that this idea of public indoctrination and

the idea of one religious viewpoint is very much
now being pressed into schools,” he said.

This prompted The Satanic Temple to lawsuits

against several state governments, Greaves said.

Most notably, in 2015 the group filed a suit

against the Missouri State Legislature over an
anonymous Temple member’s desire to receive an
abortion. The state’s Informed Consent Law required her to wait 72 hours after she told her physician she wanted an abortion.

The Satanic Temple argued the law “violated her

religious freedom” because it contradicted her —

and their — beliefs. The Western District of the
Missouri Court of Appeals ruled in favor of the

PHOTO BY Chantelle McCall
The Satanic Temple spokesman Lucien Greaves talks with USU students on October 13. Greaves talked of the goals and core values of the Temple.

“The separation of church and state is an import-

ant issue, especially in a state like Utah,” said Zachary Neubart, a graduate student studying computer science.

Greaves said he speaks to about four universities

woman on Wednesday, according to the Associated

per month, though he never imagined himself in

Attendees of the event said they enjoyed Greaves’

Greaves founded The Satanic Temple in 2012,

Press.

emphasis on secularism.

“Gailey” FROM PAGE 1
political parties, and are expected to have

“widespread bipartisan support,” Rep. Susan
Collins, R-Maine, told The New York Times.

Sam Jackson, the GRC’s liaison to Democrat-

ic groups, said the council felt it was important to treat this issue as a bipartisan one.

such a role.

Panic,” an ongoing fear movement stemming from

ty, and believes they are “here to stay.”

center in the 1980s.

and receives most of its legal services pro bono,

start an organization like this,” Greaves said. “We

you’ll see us doing more heavy damage than we

false allegations of abuse made against a daycare
“We never had any pretenses that we’d be able to

thought The Satanic Temple would be anonymous.”

Although the Temple is a non-profit organization

Greaves said, “If we find some heavy benefactors,
are now.”

based on ideas from his research on the “Satanic

However, Greaves said he believes the group pro-

motes positive messages of equality and rationali-

— alisonberg28@gmail.com

The USHE’s letter, which was drafted and

“We just fundamentally believe it’s every per-

The events will be open to all students and

@Alison_berg

signed in September, urges Utah’s representa-

son’s right to understand the legal actions that

community members.

as possible to enable all students who have

USUSA executive vice president. “The best

cause it’s something that actually does affect

by DACA) is by bringing lawyers onto campus

that we all should understand better.”

tives to “support a legislative solution as soon
grown up in the United States to continue con-

tributing to their communities and classrooms
in ways made possible by higher education.”

According to one study done at the Universi-

could affect them,” said Blake Harms, the

way we thought to support (students affected
who understand the immigration system, and

“We encourage every student to come be-

every one of us,” Harms said. “It’s something

Although the primary goal of the workshops

then they can actually answer questions di-

is to provide information to those affected by

While Harms, Brown and the GRC have not

to destigmatize those students and promote

“The GRC is a nonpartisan organization, but

ty of California, San Diego, “64 percent of un-

ber one priority is looking out for and speak-

greater sense of belonging in the United

figured out the details of these workshops,

The same study found about 65 percent of

in open but intimate locations so students will

who’s enrolled at Utah State is a Utah State

feeling a sense of privacy.

or not, you’re still going to be a USU student,”

we feel this is not a partisan issue — our num-

ing up for the student body,” Jackson said.
“Whether someone is a Republican, Democrat

documented millennials” said they felt “a
States” after being approved for DACA.

or Independent, they should have the decency

DACA’s student participants had pursued high-

They are productive, active members in our

in the future.

to want these people to stay in our country.
society and it is wrong to deport them.”

er education and about 33 percent planned to

feel comfortable coming forward while also
“We’re aware that it’s very stressful to put

yourself out there as an undocumented citizen

mation workshops where students affected by

get information,” she said. “We’re going to try

resentatives said they also plan to hold infor-

tion (USHE,) signed by all of the state’s public

DACA can speak directly to legal experts to

higher education institutions’ presidents.

Brown said they will be panel discussions held

Although not stated in the letter, USUSA rep-

The GRC’s letter comes in conjunction with a

letter from the Utah System of Higher Educa-

rectly to people who might be affected.”

have their questions answered.

or student, but we still want them to come to

to plan it so that it’s not a big, flashy event —

so you wouldn’t be parading yourself around.”

DACA, Brown said the workshops will also aim
equality.

“It’s good for students to know that a student

student — so whether you’re undocumented

she said. “I just feel like it’s such an interesting

issue where nobody should be seen as lesser…
because they’re undocumented.”
— hailey.ann144@gmail.com

many people who don’t want to. She’s talking

“GRC” FROM PAGE 1

about voices being silent, and by coming to this

thing that, for centuries, has been considered

it is the opposite - going against that silence.”

ing. Regardless of who you are, listen. And

journalism at Utah State, hopes Gailey’s lecture

Gailey simultaneously encouraged people to

they are in terms of making their voices heard,

being reprimanded and pushed them to listen

“She’s dynamic, she’s opinionated, she is abso-

the worst mistake you can make. You’re listen-

Matthew LaPlante, an associate professor of

keep listening.”

helped students realize that no matter where

speak out for what they believe without fear of

they can make a switch.

to what others have to say.

lutely fearless,” LaPlante said. “I want my stu-

“She’s a really powerful writer,” said Katya

Pilkington, a freshman at USU studying cre-

ative writing. “I think it’s important for people
to hear what she has to say because there are

dents to feel that way, too.”

— alisonberg28@gmail.com
@Alison__berg

Now hiring driver guides for Alaska Summer 2018!
Now hiring driver guides for Alaska Summer 2018!

Paid Local CDL Training

Paid Local CDL Training
Best
Compensation
Package
Best
Compensation
Package
$500
Travel
Bonus
$500
Travel
Bonus
Housing
Available
Housing Available

Visting Utah State Campus:
Oct. 17th
TSC Lobby
Visting
Utah State Campus:
Oct.
18th
Career
Services (outside)
Oct. 17th TSC
Lobby
Future Events: Oct. 30-Nov.3 & Dec. 4th-8th

Oct. 18th Career Services (outside)
Online:
www.alaskacoachtours.com
FutureApply
Events:
Oct.
30-Nov.3 & Dec. 4th-8th
907.612.0348 jason@alaskacoachtours.com

S.E. Needham quality at internet pricing
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OPINION

Letter to the editor:
Trouble in Logan City

Letters to the editor

It’s not the kind of trouble “with a capital T

out of downtown Logan ever since the Cache

made famous in the town of River City by

just north of town on U.S. 89/91 which runs

words. All letters may be shortened,

Main St. Many buildings and store fronts are

taste, redundancy or volume of simi-

that rhymes with P that stands for Pool!”, as
professor Harold Hill in ‘The Music Man’ .

Logan City’s trouble with a capital T, rhymes

with G, and that stands for Growth.

Cache Valley, home of Logan, Utah is grow-

ing.

Exponentially.

I don’t know where

they’re coming from but they’re coming. The
housing market is booming. Farm land is being sold and developed into multi-unit hous-

ing developments faster than you can say

Valley Mall was built back in the mid ’70’s,

straight thru town and serves as Logan’s

empty. This is not an uncommon problem to
Utah towns and cities, or to any town and

trouble ..especially, for the downtown business boys.

Utah’s Orem/Provo area has gone wild with

population of Logan City proper is shrinking

the area.

in proportion. Especially, the student popu-

increase of high tech companies moving into
Salt Lake City met this kind of downtown

lation at Logan City Schools, and that’s trou-

demographic landscape challenge forty years

stands for education.

South district.

ble with a capital T that rhymes with E that

This northern Utah community, Cache Val-

ley, has probably been the best kept secret in

America. But no more. The community has
never really drawn attention from the tour-

ism side of things, losing interest and both

lar letters.

ital P that rhymes with T which stands for

population growth, attributed largely to the

But, conversely, the

or rejected for reasons of good

city across America. It’s Progress with a cap-

trouble with a capital T that rhymes with D
that spells developer.

Letters should be limited to 400

ago with the “cleaning up” of the Second

Letters must be topic-oriented. They
may not be directed toward any
individuals. Any letter directed to a
specific individual may be edited or
not printed.

Ogden followed years later

with the redevelopment of the 25th Street

business district. Logan’s problems are both
similar and different due to its unique loca-

tion, demographic, and leadership challenge.
The City is working hard to rectify the prob-

No anonymous letters will be pub-

national and international visitor dollars to

lem, trying to draw business to Main St. loca-

lished. Writers must sign all letters

made famous by John Wayne/John Ford

dential areas close to downtown, but it’s slow

email address, as well as a student

Southern Utah’s Bryce Canyon, Moab area
movies, Monument Valley, Arches National

Park, Zion National Park, etc., but these days
people are moving to the Valley in droves.

The trouble is that people are moving away

from Logan City proper.

tions, and also to develop high density resi-

going. The developers are building out into

the valley faster than the farmers’ kids can
sell granddad’s property, and faster than the

es follow the money, as they will. If you lis-

border, and is popularly known as the closest

hear a giant sucking sound created by the

lottery ticket. But to be fair to the Chamber
of Commerce and Tourism Board, Logan is

ten real closely in the dead of night, you can

vacuum of the businesses and people leaving

Canyon.

gan being the largest and home of Utah State

Pocatello, Idaho is Logan’s sister

versity. To the south, winter haven St. George

is less than a half day’s drive, and Las Vegas
just a few hours from there ..and Los Angeles
just a few hours from there.

As a short history, Cache Valley was called

“Willow” Valley by the Shoshone and the oth-

er indigenous peoples who lived here. Fur

University ...towns like Smithfield, Hyrum,

Wellsville, and Franklin and Preston, Idaho,
just to name a few. Little towns and hamlets

are scattered all over Cache Valley which is
approximately 25 miles long and ten miles

both it’s downtown business district and it’s

school district. Businesses have been moving

Writers must wait 21 days before
submitting successive letters -- no
exceptions.

The Statesman editors reserve the
right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published online.

There a few other smaller high schools, and

School Districts. Preston High was made fa-

ing pains, and Logan is facing a crisis with

tion information.

would fit nicely into Cache Valley.

here in winter to be retrieved in the spring at
But growth always brings problems, grow-

stated, with all necessary identifica-

wide. Just for reference, Manhattan island

Preston High (The Indians) in Preston, Ida-

their annual rendezvous.

have a singular representative clearly

Valley, which includes numerous towns, Lo-

traders later coined the name Cache Valley

because they “cached” or stored their furs

more than one individual — must

Up until this year, there have been three

main Region 12, 4A high schools in Cache

city to the north, home of Idaho State Uni-

Letters representing groups — or

Logan proper.

the gateway to places like Bear Lake, Jackson

Hole, Sun Valley, Twin Falls’s Snake River

is published).

where people are moving ..and the business-

Logan, Utah, located on the northern end of

place from which to drive to Idaho to buy a

identification number (none of which

downtown brain trust can think, and that’s

Logan, Utah, located on the northern end of the state, sits just 20
miles from the Idaho border, and is
popularly known as the closest
place from which to drive to Idaho
to buy a lottery ticket.

the state, sits just 20 miles from the Idaho

and include a phone number or

ho, not in the Logan City or Cache County
mous in the cult classic film, ‘Napoleon Dynamite‘ ...”Vote for Pedro!”

— John Kushma

Guest columnists provide unique perspectives outside of the Utah Statesman newsroom, aiding our efforts to provide a platform for all those with their own stories to tell. This is your space
to provide insight into aspects of student life and life in Cache Valley. If you are interested in
writing a guest column, please contact the opinion editor at opinion@usustatesman.com

Letters can be hand-delivered or
mailed to The Statesman the TSC,
Room 118, or can be emailed to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click www.utahstatesman.com.
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THE BOARD

DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK OR
BOAT TO HERITAGE FOR THE
BLIND. Free 3 Day Vacation, Tax Deductible, Free Towing, All Paperwork Taken
Care Of. CALL 1-800-360-4120.
Got an older car, boat or RV? Do the
humane thing. Donate it to the Humane
Society. Call 1- 800-849-1593.
Building Materials
METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil are at a
4 year low. You get the savings. 17 Colors
prime material, cut to your exact length.
CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS
(ucan)2of4.
Miscellaneous
DISH TV. 190 channels. $49.99/mo. for
24 mos. Ask About Exclusive Dish Features
like Sling®and the Hopper®. PLUS HighSpeed Internet, $14.95/mo. (Availability and
Restrictions apply.) TV for Less, Not Less
TV! 1-866-360-6959.
Moving Out of State? We Will Match or
Beat Any Price Guaranteed! Prices Start
at Only $799. Quality Moving Companies
Only. CALL Long Distance Movers for
FREE Quote 1-877-703-3816.

Logan Jones

———

———
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Richard Poll
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FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
STATESMAN@USU.EDU
435.797.1775

@UtahStatesman

Lung Cancer? 60 or Older? If So, You and
Your Family may Be Entitled To A Significant Cash Award. Call 888-737-1846 To
Learn More. No Risk, No Money Out of
Pocket.

/UtahStatesman
@UtahStatesman

Personals
Meet singles right now! No paid operators,
just real people like you. Browse greetings,
exchange messages and connect live. Try it
free. Call now: 800-359-2796.

DENTAL Insurance
Physicians Mutual Insurance Company

A less expensive way to help get
the dental care you deserve

Pets

If you’re over 50, you can get coverage for about $1 a day*

GOT AN OLDER CAR, VAN OR SUV?
Do the humane thing. Donate it to the Humane Society. Call 1-800-849-1593.

Keep your own dentist! NO networks to worry about
No wait for preventive care and no deductibles –

you could get a checkup tomorrow

Coverage for over 350 procedures – including cleanings,

Misc. For Sale
Bored? Like to laugh? Need water to survive? If you said yes READY SET COMEDY PODCAST is for you!

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

Follow us on:

exams, fillings, crowns…even dentures

NO annual or lifetime cap on the cash benefits you can receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

www.dental50plus.com/utah

Houses For Rent
Charming home with a fantastic, central lo-

*Individual plan.
Product not available in MN, MT, NH, RI, VT, WA. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of thistype. Contact
us for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY;call 1-800-969-4781 or
respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK:
P150OK; TN: P150TN)
6096C

MB16-NM001Gc

cation in downtown Logan! Close to USU!
With an updated kitchen, new carpet, new
bedroom flooring, an outdoor fire pit and a
great back porch, this home will go quickly!
Call/text for additional information and to
set up an appointment! 435-760-8717
www.utahrealestate.com/1475738
Email amandahester16@gmail.com
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MISSION STATEMENT

© Puzzles provided by sudokusolver.com



Please Help Us
This Thanksgiving!
You can give a delicious Thanksgiving
dinner to a Hungry and Homeless
person for Only $1.98!
Salt Lake City Mission will serve delicious ham or
turkey and dressing, mashed potatoes with gravy,
vegetables, a roll, a big piece of pie and a drink. Your
gift will also provide clean clothes, hygiene kits,
life skills, education, employment opportunities,
counseling and so much more to the needy. We expect to
serve over 40,000 meals this 20th Annual Holiday Season.

o$19.80 provides 10 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
o$27.72 provides 14 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
A good meal is often the first step to a new life! o$55.44 provides 28 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
o$108.90 provides 55 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
You will receive a tax-deductible receipt.
o$198.00 provides 100 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
Please mail your gift today!
o$542.52 provides 274 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
Salt Lake City Mission
o$1,083.06 provides 547 delicious Thanksgiving dinners
PO Box 142, SLC, UT 84110-0142
o$5,000 or my best gift of Other $_________________
“Providing real change
not just spare change since 1993”
Name_____________________________________
Address___________________________Apt.______
Costs are approximate, include operation
expenses and may be used for programs to
City/State/Zip______________________________
help the homeless throughout the year.
If Credit Card, #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
We never sell your name.
Exp. Date: _______ Signed:______________________
Not Affiliated with The Rescue Mission of Salt Lake For more info or to make a gift online visit www.saltlakecitymission.org
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CALENDAR | OCTOBER 17 - OCTOBER 22
A DD Y O UR EVENT AT U S U S TAT E S M A N . C O M / E V E N T S

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17
Clothesline Project
10:00am
TSC Lounge

Corn Maze on the Farm
4:00pm
American West Heritage Center

Clothesline Project
10:00am
TSC Lounge

International Culture Exhibit
3:00pm
Merrill-Cazier Library

Corn Maze on the Farm
4:00pm
American West Heritage Center

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 19

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21

Fall Harvest Festival
10:00am
American West Heritage Center
Haunted Hollow
7:30pm
American West Heritage Center

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 22

NEHMA Museum + Music, Imagining Community: Logan 1948-49
3:00pm, Free
Caine Performance Hall

Test Like a Pro
11:30am
HPER Building 112

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 20
Corn Maze on the Farm
3:00pm
American West Heritage Center
Fall Harvest Festival
10:00am
American West Heritage Center

Corn Maze on the Farm
4:00pm
Trick or Treat Trot & Carnival
1:00pm, $10.00
Dash in the Dark
9:00pm
American West Heritage Center

Celebration of Unity with the Baha’i’s of Logan
7:00pm
Alumni House
Corn Maze on the Farm
10:00am
American West Heritage Center

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 18

Haunted Hollow
7:30pm
American West Heritage Center
Utah State Women’s Soccer vs.
UNLV
3:00pm

